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Which N-1 Character Are You?

Find out if you are like Fannah by answering the following questions.  Place a score of 
1, for least like you, through 10 for most like you in each box.  Add up your score, and 
if you rank 90 or above, chances are that you are probably Fannah!!

1. I am a goal-oriented person.  I always have projects to do and feel my 
best when I have accomplished a lot.

2. I am often accused of being a workaholic.  I just think I am a very dili-
gent and hard worker. 

3. I often feel like others around me are unable to do the job.  I step in be-
cause I know I can get it done. . 

4.I can relate to all kinds of people.  When I’m in a crowd, I can talk to any-
one, from the garbage man to the CEO.  I adapt easily.
   
5. I like a fast paced environment when working and keep the momentum 
going. 

6. If you’re not successful, what good are you?  A man is only remembered 
by what he has done lately and by the legacy he leaves behind.      

7. Failure is never an option.

8. Whatever I do, I want to be the best, and I’ll work hard to be just that.

9. I am very sensitive; however, I don’t show it very often.  Messy feelings 
just get in the way of getting things done.

10.  I am very competitive.  I play the game to win.  Whatever it takes to be 
#1!!

Fannah is practical, efficient, competent, confident, self-assured, charming, 
driven, competitive, self-referencing, valuing work over relationships, and 
looking outside for validation.

Total To find out more about your personality type go to 
www.goconscious.com
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More than a fantasy adventure

N-1 The Awakening is more than just a fantasy adventure.  It is an epic, action-packed chron-
icle of nine individual creatures who, through their journeys, teach consciousness to teens and 
young adults.  What is consciousness?  It is the awareness and discovery of who we truly are…
our essence.  And who are we?  We are divine beings, each cloaked in a unique shell called 
our personality.  Getting to know the many complex parts of ourselves is not an easy quest, il-
lustrated by the adventures of the N-1 characters.  As you engage with the N-One avatars, you 
will learn about the conscious evolution of humanity, and even about the development of your 
own unique personality type!  The N-1 experience empowers the you to be all you can be in 
this life and beyond!

This chronicle follows the adventures of Fannah.  Through Fannah, we learn about the F.A.C.E. 
type 3 personality.  In this adventure, reflect upon what you read about this character, answer-
ing the questions in your N-1 Journal.  By the end of this chronicle, you will discover many 
things about this personality type.  You may also discover that perhaps you look a lot more like 
Fannah than you might ever have imagined possible!  If Fannah does not necessarily resonate 
with how you see yourself, you probably know someone like her and can possibly now under-
stand them a little bit better.  

Who We Are

We, at Conscious Dimensions, LLC, are a group of six individuals dedicated to transforming 
consciousness.  Consciousness:  “the act of being fully awake and present in the moment for 
the continuation of all life.”  
          

Our Vision

N-1 Games is a company dedicated to designing and producing a video game to enter-
tain and educate audiences of all ages in conscious self-awareness.  Consciousness is 
defined by the ability to awaken our true essence and having the ability to objectively 
observe our thoughts, feelings, and attitudes, discerning them and living a life of open 
responses, rather than defensive reactions.    
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Story Anatomy

Premise:  When a rogue planet moves into the N-One Galaxy, portals open, allowing 
nine high rulers to realize that they are not alone.  

Designing Principle:  Nine high rulers evolve from mortal to immortal as they learn 
how to cope with planetary catastrophes and new revelations about their galaxy.  

Weakness 1:  Deception
Fannah experiences self-deception when she continually shifts her appearance to be-
come whatever she believes is necessary to be successful in the eyes of others.  She will 
perform for them and produce results, sacrificing her own true feelings and authentic 
self.

Weakness 2:  Fear of Failure
Fannah will win at all costs.  Failure is not an option for her.
Need:  Will/Hope – Truthful feelings vs. needing to do well in the eyes of others.  Fan-
nah must learn to love and accept herself for simply being, rather than feeling valued 
only for what she does or accomplishes.  
Psychological Need:  Fannah must realize that material success does not bring inner 
fulfillment.

Moral Need:  Honesty
Fannah’s identification with images of success, rather than her own authentic feelings, 
cause her relationships to suffer through emotional unavailability and workaholic-ism.  

Desire:  
To be perceived by others as successful, so that they will love and esteem her.
Opponents:  

Onghus and Tiger House, the Panther Twins
Ally: 

Fannah’s father, Phoenix, Lion House

Ally/Opponent:  
Jaguars

Fannah is a performer who feels she must 
work to accomplish great feats of success 
in order to feel loved.  Her need for ap-
proval from others keeps Fannah in per-
petual high speed, working day and night 
to become the greatest magician in the 
land.  Many obstacles stand in her way.  
The greatest obstacle of all is her lineage.  
She is a half-breed living in a world that 
only honors pure blooded felines.  To 
become a magician, one must enter the 
CLAW Academy.  Only the best of the 
best may enter and learn the magic that 
will elevate one to numero uno in all of 
the land.  Fannah is half lioness and half 

domesticated cat, and she is not eligible 
for entry.  However, he father is a power-
ful wizard and a pure blooded lion who 
will not take no for an answer.  He equips 
Fannah with all that she will need to be 
the best, counseling her to defy any who 
would try to stand in her way.  Champi-
oned by her father, Fannah will stop at 
nothing to prove to all, that she is the best 
feline, and that she will do whatever it 
takes to rule and to be in charge.  Those 
who run the CLAW Academy resist Fan-
nah at every turn, but it only makes her 
more determined to win!  For Fannah, 
failure is not an option!

Fannah’s  F . A . C . E . - Personality Profile

1) Orix: Anger - Serenity
2) Daphnari: Pride - Humility
3) Fannah: Deceit - Will
4) Divri: Envy – Equanimity
5) Gristh: Greed – All knowing
6) Kyro: Doubt/Questioning - Faith
7) Ongi: Gluttony - Constancy
8) Ramthor: Lust - Truth
9) Rayna: Self Forgetting - Right Action 

F . A . C . E .
Full Awareness of Character & Essence

F.A.C.E. is a personality typing technology that assigns a vice and a virtue to 
each of the N-One High Rulers.  

1
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N-One characters experience seven levels of transformation during their journeys.  They 
begin as mortals in the AMETHYST level.  By the end of the journeys, all will transform 
into powerful demi-gods in TURQUOISE level. The characters move through these levels 
based upon the lessons they learn on their paths, as well as through the choices they make 
throughout the levels.  As Fannah evolves, she gains new titles and powers.  Her transforma-
tion is indicated by the color changes of her amulet. 

AMETHYST Level 1 : Fannah - The Magician
Animistic and Magical: Fannah keeps the celestial gods happy and her subjects safe.

RUBY Level 2 : Fannah - The Warrior
Egocentric and Impulsive :  Fannah does what she wants, regardless of the conse-
quences.

SAPPHIRE Level 3 : Fannah - The Queen
Absolute Authority/Guilt : Fannah desires to do right, sacrificing now for rewards 
later.

EMERALD Level 5 : Fannah - The Politician
Group Harmony/Peace & Equality: Fannah becomes highly idealistic, believing 
all are equal.

TOPAZ Level 6 : Fannah the Teacher
Fannah moves beyond self-centered, instinctual, and emotional drives to benefit 
self and others.

TURQUOISE Level 7 : Fannah - The Holistic Coach
Fannah views the universe as a conscious collective, which serves the whole and 
the one as the same.

CITRINE Level 4 : Fannah - The CEO 
Independent Materialism : Fannah values logic, competition, material gain, outward 
success, optimism, and progress.  

F . A . C . E . T . 
Furthering Awareness of Consciousness, 

Experiencing Transformation

L.E.G.S. AMULET 
LIFE EVOLVING GUIDANCE SYSTEM

Each character wears a special amulet to help guide him on his path.  It is located 
in the area where each type processes information.  Fannah is a HEART type, and 
is engaged in relationship with self and others, image, self-deception, and express-
ing or suppressing emotions.  However, notice that her amulet is not worn over her 
heart, but is suspended over her head, symbolic of F.A.C.E. 3’s suspended heart/
emotions.

Anasta the Phoenix - Amulet Creature
[Symbol of Fannah’s Essence/True Nature]. 

The Phoenix projects from Fannah’s amulet, providing 
guidance and rewards for conscious choices.  Symboli-
cally, the amulet creature represents type 3’s growth, 
as she learns to surrender her need to perform and be 
successful in order to be loved, and connects with her 
authentic self and true feelings.  The Phoenix helps Fan-
nah in her death and resurrection process, being reborn 
into a new, whole self. 

Each amulet acts as a compass, illuminating seven problem-solv-
ing points in the following order:

1) Problem Identification
4) Visioning
2) Realistic Assessment
8) Momentum
5) Feedback
7) Celebration

Fannah uses L.E.G.S. Amulet to evolve through seven F.A.C.E.T. Levels.  She 
receives a F.A.C.E.T. gemstone for her amulet each time she completes a level.  
The journey ends when she collects all seven gemstones, combining to create one 
white/translucent gemstone.  Amulets house mystical creatures who guide and pro-
vide wisdom to the character.  Characters must gain clues, battle foes, and solve 
problems to advance through the seven points on their amulet in order to complete 
each F.A.C.E.T. game level.
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The Rogue Planet
The Rogue Planet enters the N-One Galaxy, causing cata-
strophic effects to occur on all nine worlds.  In addition to 
tidal waves, solar deprivation, droughts, and ice ages, the 
Rogue Planet creates portal gateways into every world.  N-
One characters travel through these portals to the Rogue 
Planet, where a strange obelisk rests.  This obelisk acts as 
a control center, or master key, which opens the nine doors 
surrounding it.  Each door leads to another N-One world.  
Doors are locked until one can gain clues to access, or 
acquire gear to open them.   

The portal control center (obelisk) is where characters 
are able to view other worlds and to unlock gates to 
gain access to the other worlds they see.  Certain gear 
acts as a key and viewing device for portals.  This con-
trol center becomes a coveted seat of power for many  
N-One characters who want to control access to it. 

Portal control center (obelisk) where charac-
ters can view other worlds

The Land of Hirune is a frozen winter land with perpetual snow storms caused by the eclipse.  
Only heat generated from the fires built by Hirunians will sustain any life on the planet.  They 
must work round the clock to keep the frozen tundra heated, keeping fires burning continually.  
If not, the planet will freeze to death.
 

N-One worlds believe that they are alone in the universe, 
until the Rogue Planet arrives.   The Rogue Planet provides 
access to all other worlds through the mysterious portal 
gateway system.  This new galactic travel expands the N-
One community, creating new and sometimes perilous spir-
itual, social, and cultural dynamics.  

HIrune is a planet located in the N-One Galaxy.  It is the 
third planet in the N-One planetary system, with world’s 
two and four nearby.
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The cold winter is a feared environment for Hirunians.  They avoid the frozen isolation and incapacitation of 
the freezing climate at all costs.  Keeping in perpetual motion guarantees a life of success and peace.  If any 
Hirunian slows his pace, he experiences a crippling fear that causes paralysis.  Some even fear this new state 
may cause death.

For F.A.C.E. 3, slowing down and feeling any emotion is threatening to survival.  Love and affection are 
maintained through performance, not standing in one’s own true feelings.  To stop and embrace emtion is the 
frozen death so feared.  However, in this story, there are gifts in the winter that Hirunians fail to understand, 
and only as they learn to embrace their winters will they discover a hidden treasure in their own DNA (The 
Winter Cat-Unique from all others and able to be in any season, including their own).
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Tiger House
These three crouching tigers are the brute strength of the houses.  Onghus is the Headmaster of 
CLAW Academy, assisted by his two henchmen, Hera and Vidar.  Together they manipulate the 
Academy’s students and faculty to do their bidding.
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Lion House
These noble lions use their wisdom to perform magic.  They are skilled at cultivating 
the frozen earth to plant and harvest crops.  Although wide and successful in their trade, 
they are not able to profit from their labors because they are oppressed by the Jaguars, 
who hold the fire power and control the realms.  
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Panther House
Kato and Nakato are twin Panthers who have the power to become invisible.  These 
brothers act as eyes and ears for Onghus, the headmaster of CLAW Academy.  They 
guard his secrets, execute his judgments, and inform him of rule breakers.  They com-
pete with other houses with their information gathering skills, giving the twins an advan-
tage over others and having no qualms with bragging about it.  

Jaguar House
These pleasant cats of Jaguar House are face-paced, multi-taskers, moving at whirlwind 
speeds.  They have the magic of speed, and they like to stay in motion.  If they stop for too 
long, they become cold and fall into a trance.  If they do fall asleep, Emilia has a fire whip 
to jump start the Jaguars out of their slumber and into action.  Jaguars control fire plants 
and geysers, and are the most profitable and successful of all the feline houses.
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Sybbol (sexual 3) - The Catch -  
Phyrrar’s wife and mother of Fannah.  She is domesticated (normal) feline and at the 
bottom of the feline chain.  The “normals” are not respected, so she attempts to com-
pensate by using her physical beauty, magical fortune telling abilities, and prowess in 
reporting and journalism, and using her achievements, to elevate herself as the oracle of 
Hirune.

Phyrrar -Known for their wisdom, concerned with security, and gathering 
material assets for his family.  Phyrrar strives to be well known.  He owns the only 
coat that allows him to transform into the image of any competitor.  He is the lion king 
of all.  His name means fire.
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The power of the eclipse in its first cycle casts a purple hue upon the land.  Its light and energy 
affect Fannah’s world in a distinct way, causing inhabitants to see their world as magical and ani-
mistic.  Their core motivations are about keeping the spirits happy, the tribe safe, and meeting the 
basic needs of food, clothing and shelter.  In this stage, the core belief is that the world is mysteri-
ous and frightening; in order to survive, the tribe must band together to appease the gods, spirits, 
deities, and authorities.  The needs of the individual are subsumed in the group.  In an animistic 
world view, everything has meaning and is living, including the rocks, trees and earth.  This level 
is highly motivated by assurances of safety and survival, which are achieved through traditional-
ism and adherence to the tribal order.

Amethyst LEVEL 1

Hirune’s F.A.C.E.T. of Understanding and World View

CHARACTER SCAN - Energy Centers & Levels

Fannah is a heart type, processing information through her feelings, engaging with image, self-
deception, and expressing and suppressing emotions.  She is preoccupied by how others per-
ceive her, and the image she projects.  As a result, she may make unhealthy decisions that hinder 
or misdirect her path.  Help Fannah balance her other centers through meditation.

At the Amethyst (purple) level, Fannah shows up as the Magi-
cian, ready to defend the honor of the group through any magi-
cal means required.  She works by interfacing tirelessly with the 
spirits in an effort to maintain a bridge between harsh reality and 
the magic of the natural world, the universe.

Fannah THE MAGICIAN
(Fannah’s F.A.C.E. to hER people)

HEAD CENTER
Mental Intelligence

HEART CENTER
Emotional Intelligence

BODY CENTER
Sense Intelligence

REACTIVITY - HIGH 
EGOIC LEVELS - HIGH

Solfeggio Sound Frequency 369

85%

10%

5%
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Standing on an elevated mound in the cen-
ter of the Hirune capital, a tall, voluptuous 
Hirunian feline oracle named Sybbol ad-
dresses a gathering crowd of panicked, 
shivering citizens.  

“My fellow, Hirunians.  We have come to 
a grave hour indeed.  The spirits are telling 
me that a fearsome winter is coming upon 
us, and even now is devouring our land.  
We must bind our tails together in unity and 
pray to the spirits.  The Elders and Teach-
ers are gathering in the great hall to deliber-
ate a course of action to appease the winter 

spirits, so that they may spare us.”  
The crowds take a collective gasp, turning to one another in fear, as they listen 
carefully to Sybbol’s words.  Mothers clutch their young kittens close to them and 
fathers shake their heads in disbelief of what has come upon them.  Among the 
crowd are two teenage felines, Fannah and her best friend, Emilia, holding hands 
as they listen gravely to the news.  

Emilia looks at Fannah and assures her.  

“Your father will save us.  There has never been a more powerful magician among 
our people in all of Hirunian history.”

[1] Problem Identification

l.e.g.s. Amulet
Life Evolving Guidance System

1 . 4 . 2 . 8 . 5 . 7 . 

Fannah tries not to look too pensively.  She knows 
what many Hirunians do not know.  Her father is 
very sick, becoming worsened with every passing 
day. A family of eight (seven males and one fe-
male), they hide this grave reality from the outside 
world, keeping up the image of power and success 
in order to inspire confidence in their feline com-
munity.  Fannah knows, however, that this plight 
might be more than her father can bear.  

“I must go to him,” Fannah says as she makes her 
way through the crowd toward her father’s lair.  “I want to be of use to him.  Surely 
there is something that I can do to ease his burden.” 

As expected, Fannah found her father, Pharrar, in his chamber of magic, pouring 
secret ingredients into a boiling cauldron.  At his side was a potted tree that was 
glowing, appearing to be on fire.  Fannah could not help but notice the slow pace 
and the consistent, chronic cough that plagued her once robust, charismatic and 
majestic lion of a father.  

“Father,” she said, standing in the door, “May I come in?”

“Of course, my child, come.  You will be the first to see my newest creation.  The 
gods have truly shown me favor today.” Pharrar said feebly.   

Upon entering the room, Fannah soon realizes that the temperature has dramati-
cally increased to a most pleasant warmth, in stark contrast to the bone chilling 
cold which has plagued Hirune in recent weeks.  

“Extraordinary!”  Fannah exclaims, as she draws near to the flaming tree to dispel 
the chill that has plagued her so much recently.  

“The winter is coming, my child, and you must be ready,” Pharrar explains, mo-
tioning to Fannah to come closer.  “Let me show you this magic.”

She stands next to her father, admiring the flaming shrub.  She thinks it is very un-
usual that the tree does not burn and deteriorate or even give off any smoke.  

“This is a fire spell that feeds of the life force in plant life. One small tree such as 
this can keep an entire house warm.  And look!  It does not burn down.”  Pharrar 
passes his paws over the flames, demonstrating that they do not burn.  He then 

The Lazy Half-Brothers
Fannah has seven older brothers who have no interest whatsoever in their father’s profession, 
let alone his welfare.  The stress of the winter calamity shifts their F.A.C.E. 3 attention away 
from images of success to find protection in satisfying their own physical needs.  They indulge 
themselves in hibernating, reading and eating, focusing on their own comforts and needs.  This 
personality type moves to the high and low sides of type nine.  We see here in this situation and 
level of consciousness, the low side of F.A.C.E. 9’s self- preservation instinct.
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walks over to the book shelf and removes a scroll, handing it to Fannah.  
Fannah reluctantly takes the scroll, puzzled by her father’s exchange.  

“Father, I thank you for this great honor, but we both know that I cannot perform 
magic.  It is forbidden for a half breed to even speak of…”

Pharrar takes a larger than normal step toward his daughter, putting his finger over 
her lips before she has a chance to finish her thought.  

“Shh.  You are MY daughter, and you will show all of the Elders and Teachers that 
you are a child after her father’s power and excellence.  You must take my work 
forward, for soon I will not be able.  Your brothers are lazy and dull, like their lion-
ess mother…may she rest in peace…but you have always excelled and mastered 
all that you touch, like me and your own mother.  Make your father proud, and 
remember one thing:  we do not fail.  We will always rise above the ashes.  We 
understand that failure is NOT an option.  Now, will you do this for me, my child?”  
Pharrar looks at his daughter lovingly.

“How can I ever refuse you, Papa?” Fannah says, giving him a warm hug, and 
starting to cry.  

Pharrar looks understandingly at his daughter, but says sharply, “There is no time 
for tears!  There is much to do!  We must be strong, and unwavering in the eyes of 
others.  We are the ones who lead and show the way.”  

Fannah quickly dries her eyes, and smiles broadly for her father.  Inside she can see 
her childhood dreams of becoming a reporter drifting away into the abyss as her 
focus shifts to being a bold, responsible magician, ready to carry out her father’s 
mission.  How can she overcome though the social obstacles standing in her way 
and surely spelling great conflict in her future?  

“That’s my girl.  Now come.  I have more to show you,” her father says pointing to 
his vast and well stocked library of scrolls.  But before they can begin, they feel the 
ground start to shake.  A blast of cold air shocks Fannah as she realizes the walls of 
the lair are suddenly caving in on them.  She leaps toward her father to protect him 
from the danger, but a large book case falls on him and crushes him before her very 
eyes.  She grabs the bookcase and heaves with all her might to remove it.  With a 
cry of anguish, she screams for her father before all turns suddenly dark.  

Sybbol the Oracle
Sybbol is Fannah’s mother and a powerful oracle.  She is F.A.C.E 3 with a F.A.C.E. 4 wing.  At 
Amethyst level, F.A.C.E. 4’s are the “Keepers of Mysteries”, and she leans heavily on this wing.  
The difference here is that a F.A.C.E. 4 sees himself as special and deserving of love due to their 
unique gifts among the group, whereas Sybbol as a F.A.C.E. 3 sees her powers as a means of 
doing for others, using her unique prophetic abilities to buy love and approval from others.  She 
also accesses her F.A.C.E 2 wing, using seduction to infiltrate the authority and manipulate their 
powers in her favor.

Fannah is awakened by her mother tending to her injuries.  Fannah can feel her 
head aching as she becomes gradually conscious.  

“You have quite a bump on your head, my dear,” Sybbol says, gently wrapping a 
bandage around her head.  

“Papa?  How is he?” Fannah asks as she remembers the earthquake.  
“I’m afraid he is gone.  We put him to rest several days ago,” Sybbol says rather 
matter-of-factly.  “You have been out of commission for quite some time, my dear.  
It is so good to see you awake.”  

Sybbol pats her daughter’s arm gently.

Fannah begins to cry at the thought of her father being gone forever.

“Now, now, my dear,” her mother says continuing to wrap the bandage.  “You 
mustn’t cry and overwhelm yourself.  You will need your strength to survive 
yourself.  We have much to do.  With your father gone, you and I are no longer 
esteemed in the eyes of the community.  We must step up our game if we are to 
hold the support of the Hirunians.  I am working diligently to gather information 
from the spirits and secure my position as head oracle by fostering a romantic re-
lationship with one of the Elders.  You, my dear, must get well and carry out your 
father’s last wishes.  It will not be easy to convince the elders to trust in the magic 
of a half-breed, and a female at that.  But I will do what I can to bolster support 
for you behind the scenes.”  

Sybbol finishes up the last of the bandages.  

Fannah sleeps uneasily after hearing her mother’s news, but gradually gets to her 
feet.  She knows her starting point will be to find the scroll her father showed her 
just before he died.  Fannah makes her way to her father’s study, hearing in the 
background the familiar sounds of her brother’s voices.  Entering his chamber, 
she is shocked and angered at the sight of all seven of her brothers standing there 
fighting over their father’s belongings.  

As she walks in, straight and somewhat ferocious looking, despite the fact that she 
has only just recovered from a near death experience, her brothers fall momen-
tarily silent, staring at her as they realize she is present.  

“Oh look!” says one of the brothers, mockingly.  “It’s daddy’s favorite.”
Another one chimes in.  “Well, those days are over!”

After an awkward pause, they turn again to resume their fighting and pillaging, ig-
noring completely their insignificant, younger half-sister.  Angered by their slight 
and disrespect of their father, Fannah is determined to find the scroll before they 
do.  Luckily for her, they have no interest in their father’s writings.  They are only 
interested in things they can sell for profit for themselves.  After some tedious 
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[4] Vision

[2] Realistic Assessment

scouring of the room, and avoiding the occasional swipes from her brothers, Fannah finds 
what she has come for.  She gathers the ingredients she needs from the rubble and retreats to 
her chamber to review the notes and to practice the magic.  She follows the instructions care-
fully, adding each ingredient at precisely the right time and in the right amount.  She studies 
the sketches her father made of each intricate hand movement and positioning of the fingers 
as each ingredient is released.  Her first attempts generate fire that soon fizzles out.  She soon 
realizes her father’s magic is as much an art as it is a science.  It will take much time and 
practice to get the dance exactly precise.  Like the achiever she is, Fannah practices and prac-
tices, finessing each movement and motion as she watches the flames last longer and longer, 
and burn brighter and brighter.  Finally the flames are at the level they were when her father 
showed her.  But something inside Fannah tells her that she can do better.  She experiments 
with other hand gestures, practices with all the ingredients, until she is able to double the 
flames and intensity of the heat.  Excited by her achievement, she ponders what to do next.  

Amethyst [purple] choice: Fannah will go to the Academy and share the magic she has 
learned with the Elders and Teachers and help them to save her people.

Ruby [red] choice: Fannah goes to the Elders, but only to share with them as little as pos-
sible, learning of their Academy and secrets.  Once she has learned their magic skills, she 
will overtake them and keep their magic for herself, using it for her own gain.

The winter ice storms increase daily.  Hirune’s food supply is quickly and dangerously dwin-
dling.  The time for Spring passes and the frozen ground makes it impossible to produce 
much-needed food.  The community lives on meager rations of the stocked food source.  
Citizens are becoming more and more nervous and restless.  Theft and violence begin to in-
crease, adding to the already serious burdens of the times.  The CLAW Academy is home to 
several teachers and students dedicated to the study of magic arts.  The Academy is divided 
into four, pure-blood Cat Fraternities: Lion House, Panther House, Jaguar House and Tiger 
House), each intensely competitive with each other to be the top magicians in Hirune.  Lion 
House remains the top fraternity, and has been so, for decades.  Pharrar was the top Lion 
House graduate and the top magician of all time, as well as a respected leader.  The students 
and teachers alike are in high gear, working overtime to solve the climatic crisis.  None, how-
ever, can come up with a lasting solution because they are fixated on out-doing each other 
with spectacular displays, providing a great deal of magnificence, but nothing of a lasting 
solution to the increasing cold.  

When Fannah arrives on campus, the student body 
is buzzing with agitation.  Cold stares are like dag-
gers as she approaches the headmaster’s office.  
Onghus is the lead elder, an enormous Tiger, who 
can hold a cold, intimidating stare for hours.  He 
respects his rival, Pharrar, but is secretly delighted 
that his competition is no longer around to “one up” 
him in magical circles.  It is now his time to shine, 
Onghus believes.  He cannot hide his disgust upon 
seeing Fannah entering his chamber.  

“Fannah.  Well.  Haven’t you grown up.  I haven’t seen you since you were a little 
kitten.  How is your mother?  I was sorry to hear of your father’s passing. “  Ong-
hus says, faking a pleasant smile to hide his clenched teeth.  

“My mother is well, thank you.  And we miss my father very much.”  Fannah says 
politely.  

“I’m sure. Well then, what can I do for you?  As you can imagine, I am very busy,” 
Onghus says flatly.  

Fannah starts, “I am here on business.  My father asked me to come to the Acad-
emy with his research to save Hirune from the frozen climate.”

Onghus’s eyes grow large as he imagines being the one to hold such magic powers.  
He would be the hero and esteemed as the greatest magician of all time if he was 
to obtain such magic.  

“Well, my dear, it is good of you to bring us his research.  You may leave it here 
and be on your way,” Onghus says craftily.  

“Oh, no, that is not what Father asked of me,” Fannah explains.  “He told me I just 
perform the magic.  It is very intricate.  There is a certain technique that must be 
applied for it to work.”

“Technique?”  Onghus asks, curiously.  “Oh, my dear, you need not concern your-
self with such things.  Magic is a delicate art reserved only for the purest among 
us.  I am sure that we can figure it out for ourselves.  You have done us a great 
service by bringing us this treasure.  Now hand me the research and run along to 
do whatever it is you do.”  

Fannah remembers her father’s distinct wishes and his belief in her abilities and 
her mother’s lecture about how she must be of use and value to her community.  
She recognizes how this skill and  power will bring her and her mother esteem 
within the community, providing them security.  
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Performance Anxiety
More than ever, in Amethyst level, Fannah must perform for her very life.  The gnashing 
teeth of competitive fraternities are snapping at her heels, wanting more than anything to 
devour the misfit student.  Only an outstanding magical performance will win her accep-
tance in this hostile environment, which is governed by rules of the ancestors and ancient 
spirits.
  

“I’m sorry, Onghus,” Fannah says firmly.  “I insist that you enroll me as a student 
in the Academy and allow me to have equal privileges as all the other students en-
rolled here.  It is then and only then that I will share this magic, and I will perform 
it and teach it to students and faculty alike.”  

Onghus’s eyes tighten into a squint and he feels his temperature rise.  It takes 
everything within him to not pounce on Fannah, ripping her to pieces for her in-
dolence.  However, he also knows that they are in a very grave crisis, and without 
a quick solution, none of them will survive, including him.  

“You’re a determined one, aren’t you?  I am reminded of your father and can see 
his ferocity in you.  I cannot guarantee the student body will accept your presence 
here, and I cannot be responsible for your safety, but if you are willing to take the 
risk, then I will accept you into the Academy.  But you must abide by our rules, 
and your grades must be top-notch.  Remember,” he warns severely.  “You are 
only a half-breed.” 

  
 

Kato and Nakato are not impressed.  Rumors of 
a “half-breed” student enrolling in the Academy 
spread like wild fire throughout the student body.  
Low murmurs and growls permeate in the hallways 
as students get wind of Fannah’s presence.
“She won’t last a day here.  How did SHE get in 
anyway?” Kato asks, polishing his wand/spear.
“Maybe the question is not how she got in, but who 
got her in?”  The twin said, flashing a grin.  
The brothers laugh as they are interrupted by an an-
nouncement by the Academy squire.  

“Attention all students. The headmaster is calling for an assembly of all magi-
cians.  I repeat, ALL magicians.  Please make your way immediately to the main 
hall.”  
The twins join the crowd assembling in the main hall, wondering what the ur-
gency is about.  As students make their way to seats, a cold tension begins filling 
the room as their yellow cat eyes focus their attention on the new “half-breed” 
seated on the auditorium platform next to the headmaster.  

[8] Momentum

Fannah can virtually feel the hairs on the back of her neck standing up as she looks 
at the menacing faces of her future classmates.  She feels her very life depending 
upon the success of what she is about to do.  As the last of the students files in, 
Onghus rises to his feet, making his way to the podium.  

“As many of you may have already heard, we have a newcomer to CLAW Acad-
emy. This is Fannah, daughter of our esteemed and late great Pharrar of Lion 
House.”

Onghus is interrupted by a loud roar from the students of Lion House who applaud 
themselves at the mention of their name and the reference to the hero of their 
house.  Although they have mixed feelings about Fannah’s biology, they are less 
opposed to her presence than most of the other students.  Onghus motions for them 
to be seated, and continues.

“Thank you, Lion House, for your enthusiasm.  Please be seated.  Fannah has 
brought us a special gift from her father that she believes will solve our winter 
crisis.”  His voice is flat and unenthusiastic.  

The crowds begin to murmur with discontent.  One student named Shun who is 
from Jaguar House stands to his feet in objection.

“Who is she?  She’s a half-breed, to come here and try to tell us what to do.  
She isn’t even a student yet.  What can she possibly know that we don’t already 
know?!” 

The crowds roar in a deafening cheer.  They applaud Shun for his courage to stand 
up to the headmaster.  Shun turns to the crowds and waves his arms at the cheering 
crowd.  Onghus smiling,  gestures with his hands to calm down.  
“Now, now, my pets.  This is no way for mature magicians to behave.  Fannah 
is only doing her respected father’s last wishes.  And I have decided to give her 
an entrance exam in front of all of you.  If she performs well and demonstrates a 
worthy act that will benefit the realm, then she will be granted permission to enter 
the Academy.  Therefore, without further ado, Fannah, will you please come for-
ward?”  

The politeness of Onghus is so obviously feigned.  Fannah, meanwhile, waits ner-
vously and then approaches the front of the stage, confronting the steely silence of 
the crowds who are staring at her intently.  

“My father’s dying wish was that I carry on his work, bringing salvation to our 
land in this dire time of crisis.  I will now reveal to you his research and its power.”
Fannah motions for the attendants to bring in a small tree and a bubbling pot of 
elixir she has prepared in advance.  
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“With this mixture, I give you the power of fire that will not consume. “  

Fannah pours the mixture over the small tree and begins to wave her hands in a 
sequence of gestures.  The students giggle at the sight of this strange ritual.  Fannah 
feels hot with anxiety as thoughts of a humiliating defeat start to haunt her.  She 
feels like it has always worked faster before.  Perhaps her nerves are causing her to 
forget some of the important motions, she thinks.  She is not sure, but the passing 
seconds feel strangely like hours as she focuses on the still lifeless tree, waiting 
for the desired flames to surface.  Murmurs turn into growls as the crowds feel her 
embarrassment.  They are even more annoyed at the time of theirs being wasted on 
this foolish and futile exercise.  Fannah can hear the grinding of fangs as the audi-
ence grows increasingly more and more impatient.  

Fannah remains focused, and just as Onghus is about to put an end to the spectacle, 
the first signs of fire begin to emerge.  Small at first, then bigger and bigger, the tree 
is soon a blazing inferno.  Fannah does not move from her spot, and should be, as 
acknowledged by those assembled, be burning to death.  Sitting in amazement, the 
students watch Fannah standing near the flames, moving her head and arms in and 
around the fire.  The students start to feel the warmth of the fire permeating their 
bodies with a welcome heat, reminding them of times gone by before the desolate 
winter set in.  Lion House is the first of the crowd to leap to their feet with ap-
plause.  They spark a chain reaction among the other students, many of whom re-
luctantly rise to their feet, but then find themselves applauding the spectacular feat.  
Onghus is stunned, not expecting Fannah to maneuver such impressive magic. He 
resumes his position at the podium to address the crowds.  

“Students, we have observed a great feat of magic here today.  A fire that will warm 
us without consuming us.  It is indeed a great day, worthy of celebration, and we 
have Pharrar and Fannah to thank.  We have much to learn from her in the days to 
come.”  

At that, Onghus dismisses the students from the main hall.

Fannah goes to work studying all she can and absorbing as much material as possi-
ble.  She believes that she can be the greatest magician in the Academy.  She stays 
true to her word, teaching students and teachers alike the fire magic techniques 
which her father showed her.  Before long, blazing shrubs and trees illuminate 
Hirune, warming land and sky, creating a tropical paradise in the midst of the ice 
laden terrain and out of the frozen tundra.  Onghus keeps a watchful eye, examin-
ing her every move and calculating the precise time to end her academic stay once 
she has finished teaching them all she knows.  

However, Fannah’s popularity with Lion House increases significantly as they seek 
to be close to her and to learn her magic.  She is invited to parties and social gather-
ings often, and is eventually claimed by Lion House as one of their own.  She soon 

becomes the top of her class, scoring the highest on all of her subjects and in all of 
her sporting events.  This presents an unexpected hurdle for Onghus, who does not 
want to disrupt a sector of the student body and bring about controversy removing 
her without just cause, and thereby, tarnishing his image as a fair and lenient head-
master.  He will now have to devise a way to malign Fannah’s good reputation to 
justify her expulsion.  He thinks of two individuals from his Tiger House whom he 
thinks will be perfect to help him execute his plan.  

It is no secret that Tiger House despises Lion House, so when Vidar and Hera are 
asked to assist Onghus in hs plot against Fannah, they join him without question 
or hesitation.  This inseparable pair of connivers is well known throughout the 
campus as a couple of nasty troublemakers whom most seek to avoid.  They watch 
Fannah carefully, day after day, mastering her techniques, and scanning her for 
weaknesses that they might be able to use to their own advantage.  They regularly 
take inventory, discovering whether she is phony, vain, greedy for accolades or a 
show-off.  They crouch high in the trees above the campus, discussing their op-
tions.  

“All we need to do is get her to do something really offensive. It has to be some-
thing that would anger the student body or jeopardize security,” Vidar says, rub-
bing his fluffy, tiger chin.  

Hera taps her long painted claws along the winding tree limb, sharpening them, 
and contemplating their next move.  Suddenly her eyes widen, and then squint into 
two tiny slits.  

“Vidar, I think I know exactly what we must do.  We need to play into that vanity of 
hers.  She wants to be top kitty of all the CLAW Academy houses.  Right now she 
is only popular with Lion House.  If we do this right, we can convince her to join 
Tiger House, with the promise of gaining her a more powerful social image and 
acceptance with the school.  Gradually we turn her against Lion House and then we 
turn on her and move in for the kill.  Onghus can then find some petty violation to 
tag on her, and no one will bat an eye when she is expelled,” Hera says cunningly.  
“That’s brilliant!  How do you come up with….” 

Hera interrupts Vidar in mid-sentence.  

Both Hera and Vidar exemplify many of the characteristics found in F.A.C.E. 6, the Questioner.  
F.A.C.E. 3 moves to the high and low sides of F.A.C.E. 6.  In this scenario, we see the conniving, 
questioning, and strategizing that characterize this personality type.  When F.A.C.E. 6 is threatened, 
he becomes an acute investigator who find ways to take out the opposition before the opposition 
takes control.  
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Suspended Emotions
Fannah is F.A.C.E. 3 which is the center of all heart types.  All N-One chararcters wear their amulets 
near their center of intelligence.  However, when Fannah tries to wear the amulet over her heart, 
she experiences an uncomfortable feeling.  She, therefore, suspends the jewel above her head and 
away from her body.  This exemplifies the way in which F.A.C.E. 3’s emotions are suspended to 
make way for efficient performance and achievement.  Emotions get in the way of progress, and, 
therefore, are suspended.  In her journey, Fannah will eventually allow the amulet, as uncomfortable 
for her as it is, to rest closer to her chest and nearer to her heart.

“Of course, it’s brilliant.  We’re tigers, aren’t we?”  Hera says, climbing down from 
her perch in the tree.  

As expected, Fannah shows no resistance to the seductive offers Hera makes.  At 
first it seems innocent enough.  Fannah starts hanging around the Tigers little by 
little, and unbeknownst to her, Hera and Vidar conspire with their fraternity about 
their plan to trick her.  They lavish accolades and gifts of all kinds on her for her 
accomplishments and what she has done for Hirune, further seducing her into their 
fold.  Once Fannah is securely hooked, they begin filling her ears with gossip about 
Lion House and how they did not appreciate her talents nearly as much as Tiger 
House does.  Before long, Fannah is snubbing Lion House, seeing, as the tricksters 
are pointing out, that she does not need them anymore, and she follows the lead 
of her new Tiger comrades, believing an alliance with them will ensure her total 
popularity and greatness.  However, one day she starts to notice, little by little, that 
none of her friends are waiting for her when she arrives for class.  On her locker 
door a note is posted from the Headmaster.  

“Due to your absence from the mandatory assembly this morning promptly held at 
dawn, you are hereby expelled from the Academy.  Please remove your belongings 
and leave the Academy premises at once.  Your presence is no longer welcome on 
the CLAW Academy campus.  Failure to comply with this ordinance will result in 
fines and imprisonment.  Signed:  Onghus, Academy Headmaster.”

Fannah is stunned beyond belief.  

“Is this a joke?  Expelled?  I’m one of the top students in this school.  I cannot be 
expelled for missing an assembly I did not even know about!” 
 
Fannah marches directly into the Headmaster’s office to speak with Onghus.  How-
ever, upon her arrival, at his door, she is met by Kato and Nakato, the twin Pan-
thers.  Informed about her expulsion, they take her by the arm and escort her to the 
exit without so much as a single word.

[5] Questioning

Fannah is heartbroken.  Not only has she lost all her “so-called” friends, but she has ef-
fectively given away all the secrets of her father’s magic to a wicked headmaster who 
has used her and then cast her aside.  In her pain, Fannah goes to the place she always 
goes for needed comfort, her father’s den.  This time there is a painful void there.  When 
she arrives, it is clear her brothers have ravaged most of her father’s possessions.  How-
ever, they leave behind what Fannah reveres most, and what she knows is her father’s 
most prized of treasures, his writings.  She sits for hours, reading over his diagrams and 
magic recipes, remembering the times when she was a young girl, sitting and watching 
him, and he would let her help add ingredients and they would watch the magic happen 
together.  

Spending time here helps her even though she feels wounded and misses her father 
deeply.  She thinks she will look one more time at one more scroll before leaving.  One 
in particular catches her eye.  It is bound with a beautiful purple colored ribbon.  When 
she opens it, sparkles and light flash from inside, startling her.  It is unlike any scroll she 
has ever seen before in his library.  It is not a diagram or a recipe or a calculation.  It is 
a map.  Two maps, in fact, are in the scroll.  On one side it shows her father’s den, and 
on the other side, there is a map of Hirune.  On each map there is a large “X” with lines 
and arrows pointing to it.  Puzzled, Fannah rises from her chair and begins to follow the 
map’s instructions.  She walks around the room, stopping at an empty far wall in the back 
of the room.  

“This can’t be right,” she says to herself.  “There is nothing here.”

She looks at the map again, and sees a small square with an arrow pointing to it.  Fan-
nah studies the roughly hewn wall, carved by hand out of the mountain rock.  It is full 
of ridges and indents that cast long shadows, which is why Fannah could not see it at 
first.  A square block pokes out from among the rough, rocky surface.  Fannah reaches 
for it, and when she touches it, to her amazement, a portion of the wall moves, sinking 
backward and creating a doorway.  

“A secret chamber!” Fannah gasps.  

She grabs a torch, and takes a last, long look around, hoping none of her nasty, ill-mean-
ing half-brothers are around.  She then tiptoes inside.  She is delighted to find a number 
of her father’s personal belongings in there.  She knows they must have been very impor-
tant to him for him to have stored them in a secret hiding place.  One object catches her 
attention right away.  A large, amethyst amulet glows and sparkles on a work table that 
is covered with papers.  Immediately, Fannah wants to put the amulet on and wear it to 
remind her continually of her father.  However, she places it around her neck and it falls 
onto her chest.  She experiences an immediate cold heat that makes her shiver.  Remov-
ing it hastily, she studies it in her hand.  After some careful brainstorming, she decides 
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[7] Celebration

to make it a head ornament, tying it to the ends of her hair, sweeping her hair up in a heart 
shape above her head like a crown.  She feels as if her father is looking over her from above 
her head.  As she is about to investigate the chamber further, she hears sounds of her half-
brother’s voices off in the distance.  She decides to cut her visit short.  She grabs the maps 
and leaves the chamber, touching the square button to close the door behind her.  Quietly, she 
flees her father’s den in the nick of time, avoiding her half-brothers.  

As Fannah walks alone in Hirune, off in the distance she can see students of the Academy 
pointing at her and laughing.  Feelings of rage and disappointment flood her soul.  She asks 
herself, “What has all my doing accomplished?”  

Suddenly, a flash of light in her amulet projects the image of a flying cat with wings covered 
with fire.  

“Be not afraid.  I am Anasta and I have come to guide you on your journey.  You have asked 
a very wise question.  The answer you seek lies in solving this riddle.”

Mighty lioness, subdued in a rage
Tricked and undone by vanity’s cage
Take up your dagger, and plunder your rival
Slash traitors to shreds and ensure your survival
You’ll rise to the top and be acclaimed for your power
And educate those who underestimate your prowess
Now follow the path your father laid for you
Swallow the knife and success will come true

 
The amulet creature returns to her amulet and disappears.  Fannah is stunned, but accepts the 
challenge, beginning to ponder the riddle.  

“Ponder the path your father laid for you.  Hmm.  What could the creature mean?  Could the 
creature be talking about the map?”

“Hmmm.  What could the creature mean?  Could the creature be talking about the map?”  
Fannah asks herself aloud.  She opens the scroll and looks it over again.  “Maybe there is a 
clue in Father’s den.”

Fannah makes her way back to her father’s house, reentering his private and secret chamber.  
Suddenly,  a beam of light projects from her amulet, landing on an object across the room.  
Under a glass case stands an ornate dagger, gilded in fine gold.  On its handle is a sculpture, 
resembling her father in his royal robes.  

“This must be the dagger and knife spoken of in the riddle!”  exclaims Fannah.  
She carefully removes the glass and holds the knife in her hand.  She can feel 
the vibrations going through her body as its energy melds with hers.  A surge of 
power grips her and she feels fierce and invincible.  

“What do we have here,” comes a voice from behind.  
Startled, Fannah turns around to see one of her half-brothers glaring at her from 
the doorway.  

“My, my, keeping this little secret all to yourself, eh?  Tsk.  Tsk.  Now that’s being 
awfully selfish, don’t you think?”  he says accusingly.  

He walks over to a table and begins admiring some gold-plated goblets.  
“I should get a good price for this, I would think.”

Her half-brother looks at her with disdain.  Fannah has always been intimidated 
by her older brothers.  She always feels she is in their shadows and is of very little 
importance to them.  She avoids them whenever she can, trying desperately to 
stay out of their ways.  However, this time she feels a little differently.  A shim-
mering anger now boils up into a ferocious rage that will not be easily quenched.  
Gripping the dagger tightly, she attacks her brother.  She is on him before he 
knows what is happening.  This is certainly something he has never experienced 
before and he did certainly not anticipate.  With lightning speed, Fannah wields 
her knife and slices off both his ears, before holding the dagger to his neck from 
behind.  

“Now,” she says viciously, “you listen to me.  And listen well.  Take your ears 
back to our brothers and tell them you and they are to leave your father’s house 
forever.  If they do not, their fate will be the same as yours.  Do you understand 
me?”  

The half-brother trembles in horror, silently nodding his head.  She then releases 
him and he runs like a scared kitten, holding his bloody ears and shrieking in pain.  
Fannah holds the dagger in front of her and studies the figure of her father.  As 
she looks into his eyes, it blinks and then winks at her, returning then to its solid 
form before her.  

Fannah smiles and says, “Thank you, Father.  I know you are with me and I know 
that I am more powerful than any other Hirunian.”  
Suddenly, her amulet flashes and Anasta, the Phoenix, appears to her.  
“You have done well, my child, and have solved the riddle.  You have power 
beyond your understanding, and, as you take charge of your life, your fame will 
be known throughout the land.  Go and do what you must do, whatever the cost.”  
As the phoenix returns to the amulet, Fannah’s eyes sparkle with her newfound 
sense of power.  

“I think I have a little score to settle.”
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At Amethyst level, Fannah serves her father 
and her community as a powerful fire magician.  
Although she is a half-breed and considered an 
outcast from the magic community, her magic is 
head and shoulders above any of the rest of her 
rivals at the CLAW Academy.  Her achievements 
allow her access to the school where she excels 
in ever subject, becoming top of her class.  How-
ever, her vanity in success makes her vulnerable 
to a plot from rival students that leads to her 
expulsion.  Feeling betrayed, Fannah reevaluates 
her actions and comes to realize that she is the 
powerful one.

Questions & 
Self Reflection
How important is it for you to please 
your parents with achievements?
Would they love you just the same if 
you did not make top grades or be the 
best at something they valued?
Why or why not?

When you ask yourself the question, 
“Who am I?” how do you define your-
self?  Do you immediately say, “I’m 
successful at “blank”, or identify with 
some achievement?  How can this 
identification help you or limit you?
 

Summary

Amethyst Level Gear 
Dagger
The dagger gives Fannah the power of her father’s self-
assured determination to win and be in charge.  She is able to 
take on the warrior spirit of her father.  

This dagger, sculpted in the image of her father, symbolizes his 
influence in her life.  Even though he is dead, he still continues 
to inform her path.  Fannah is working to please others, even 
those who are no longer living.


